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Welcome to Joro Experiences,  

We are delighted to present you with our plan for the ultimate 
5 night birthday celebration in Utah. 

Utah’s ancient sandstone desert is one of nature’s most perfect 
playgrounds and a fantastic place to explore with friends and 
family. From red-rock mesas to skinny slot canyons and slick 
rock trails, the diversity and beauty of Utah’s terrain is quite 
simply astounding. This is also a land with a rich history, 
stretching back millions of years, to the time when dinosaurs 
ruled. 

Take an off-road UTV adventure across the Vermilion Cliffs, 
explore the secluded bays and hidden canyons of Lake Powell 
by jet ski, raft down the Colorado River and go behind the 
scenes of contemporary palaeontology in America.  

All the best,  



UTAH

HOME
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On arrival at Lake Powell Jet Center you will be met by your 
private guide team and transferred to your luxury desert lodge 
(approx. 30 mins).  

In the late afternoon, after a welcome lunch and some time 
spent relaxing at the lodge, head off into the desert for an 
epic off-road experiences.  

Take to the wheel of your UTV and set off for an adventure 
across Vermilion Cliffs, an area of incredible natural beauty, 
located at the heart of the Colorado Plateau.  

Traverse sand dunes, red rock ridges and speed across open 
plains keeping an eye out for the  foxes, coyotes, antelopes 
and bighorn sheep that call these cliffs home. If you are lucky 
you may see the Californian condor flying overhead with a 
wingspan averaging nearly 10 feet!  

As we make our way back to the lodge, pause at the Paria 
Overlook, an area sometimes described as the mini Grand 
Canyon, to enjoy a refreshing drink and watch the sunset. 

Day One: Arrival 

Your UTV can take on the most rugged terrain 

Settle into your rooms and soak in the desert views 

Keep an eye out for the Californian condor with a wing span of 10 feet

On the way back to the lodge stop for sundowners at Paria Overlook 
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Residing in 600 acres of the Colorado Plateau, and requiring 
an Act of Congress to be passed so it could be built here, 
Amangiri blends into countless untouched square miles of red 
rock country. In the last remnant of the truly wild West, this 
‘mountain of peace’ is cradled by the greatest concentration 
of national parks in the United States – a staggering landscape 
of canyons, mesas, mountains, gorges, rapids and desert, with 
traces of human life dating back more than 10,000 years. In 
this grand theatre of nature, the modernist Suites of Amangiri 
offer an inspiring welcome to one of the world’s most 
dramatically secluded settings.  

Amangiri

The lodge blends seamlessly into the natural geology of its surroundings 

The pool is built into cliff face

Your private terrace and lap pool at the Girijaala Suite 

The Suites can be made up with king or twin beds 
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Enjoy private dinners poolside on the terrace of the Girijaala Suite

The Girijaala Suite bedroom The Aman Spa reflects the healing traditions of the Navajo The desert night sky will take your breath away 



Exposed by wind and rain, a two-foot-long segment of a duck-billed dinosaur tail remains embedded in sandstone in the Kaiparowits formation
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Day Two: Palaeontology

After breakfast, meet your guides and famed palaeontologist 
Scott Richardson. Scott knows this area like none other and 
has uncovered four new species of dinosaur in the deserts of 
Southern Utah including a Lythronax, an ancestor of the 
Tyrannosaurus rex. Scott will accompany you all day on your 
discovery and can provide some fascinating insight into the 
world of contemporary palaeontology. 

Drive 15 minutes to the “Moon” area of Big Water where the 
large deposits of tropic shale sediment provide us with some 
great opportunities for fossil hunting. Under the guidance of 
Scott, and equipped with a small 2 lb. hammer and brush, you 
will hopefully locate some ancient fossils, fish scales, and 
maybe even uncover a new species! After an hour Scott will 
take the group to a nearby active dig site (approx. 25 min), 
that has recently been set up due to the discovery of an 18 ft. 
long fish. The skeleton is currently being excavated so this will 
be an amazing opportunity to learn about the process and 
possibly assist in the unearthing of this prehistoric fish. 

Continue to the restaurant Sego (approx. 35 min) for a private 
lunch hosted by Chef Shon Foster. Afterwards, drive to the 
BLM lab (approx. 5 min) to learn more about the discovery 
process as well as see several of the new dinosaurs that have 
been recently discovered. After some time exploring the lab 
your guides will transfer you back to Amangiri (approx. 50 
mins) where you can spend the rest of the afternoon relaxing.
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Scott Richardson will take you behind the scenes of palaeontology in Utah

Prospect for fossils in the desert17 inch long theropod tracks, relics from millions of years ago 

Get hands on with the fossils at the BLM lab

Get hands on at an active dig site 



Lake Powell is a man made reservoir that resulted from the construction of the Glen Canyon Dam over 50 years ago 
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To celebrate your  birthday in style we have designed a special 
full day exploration of the unique natural formations and 
geographies of Lake Powell. With 3,200 km of shoreline, 
riddled with secluded bays and hidden canyons, Lake Powell 
is unmatched for scenery and remoteness. 

After breakfast, transfer down to the marina (approx. 30 mins) 
where you will be met by two speed boats. Race away over 
the glassy surface heading for a private camp set up on a 
secluded beach at the heart of the lake. Stop on-route for a 
short hike and a 100ft rappel down into the most spectacular 
slot canyon in the Southwest. The boats will pick you up at the 
other end of the canyon and take you onto camp where you 
will find a fleet of jet skis, kayaks and paddle boards waiting 
along the waters edge. Spend the day exploring the lake, 
learning about the areas fascinating geology and relaxing on 
the beach. 

Lunch will be prepared by your private chef and served on the 
beach surrounded by blue waters and millions of acres of 
desert. In the afternoon race the jet skis back to the marina 
where vehicles will be waiting to transfer you to Amangiri. 

This evening, enjoy a special celebratory birthday dinner at 
the Chinle Site, a private terrace surrounded by desert, 
located five minutes from the lodge. 

Day Three: Lake Powell
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Your private camp on the shores of Lake Powell End the day with a special dinner party celebration at the Chinle SiteThe lake is a maze of twisting waterways and otherworldly rock formations 

Race your friends around the lake on jet skis Rappel 100ft, down into one of the most stunning slot canyons in the SWExplore this incredible environment at a slower pace on SUPs
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Day Four: Amangiri

Spend the day relaxing at the Spa 

Spend today relaxing at the resort, enjoying the spa and the 
wonderful amenities at Amangiri.  

If you would like to continue your exploration, numerous trails 
lead from the lodge to dramatic viewpoints and hidden 
wilderness hotspots. Graded by difficulty, these hikes offer you 
the opportunity to discover the geological wonders of this 
astonishing landscape. You may also want to take on the 
challenge of the via ferrata. These ‘iron roads’ see intrepid 
adventurers using fixed rungs and cables embedded into the 
rock face to traverse dramatic gorges and sheer canyons. 
Alternatively, head out on horseback to explore the plateau 
with seasoned wranglers. 

After dinner in the Girijaala Suite an astrologer from the Lowell 
Observatory in Arizona will come to give the group a private 
tour of the stars. Due to the lack of light pollution, high 
elevation and arid climate, Utah is one of the best places in 
the US to observe the Milky Way. Using state of the art 
equipment, our professional astrologer will show you the 
hidden wonders of our galaxy.

There are a number of optional excursions you can take from the Lodge 

Enjoy an evening stargazing session with an expert astrologer 



Float around the Horseshoe Bend stoping to admire some 2,400 year old rock art
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Day Five: Rafting the CR

Today, set out on an epic journey along the great Colorado 
River. After breakfast, transfer 20 minutes to Glen Canyon 
Dam which marks the start of the river.  

Descend 700ft to the base of the dam where your raft, 
stocked with snacks and drinks, will be waiting for you. Set off 
through the canyon, on a 14 mile journey along one of the 
most dramatic stretches of river found in the US. Your 
experienced river captains will reveal the area’s fascinating 
story of soaring sandstone cliffs, crystal blue-green waters, 
abundant wildlife, former inhabitation by native cultures, 
exploration by Major John Wesley Powell, and the Colorado 
River’s modern role in the Southwest’s water and power 
delivery system. The trip takes around 2.5 hrs and includes a 
stop at the picturesque Horseshoe Bend where there are some 
beautifully preserved 2,400 year old petroglyph drawings.  

Your journey ends at Lee’s Ferry where vehicles will be waiting 
to transfer you to Marble Canyon Airport (approx. 10 mins). 
Two helicopters will then take you on a scenic, aerial tour of 
Lake Powell. Before returning to the lodge land atop Tower 
Butte. This immense rock formation is a sacred monument of 
the Navajo people and sits just over a mile above sea level. 
Spend 20-30 minutes on top of the butte enjoying the views 
and a delicious lunch cooked over coals by your private chef 
before continuing onto Page Municipal Airport where vehicles 
will be waiting to transfer you back to Amangiri.
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Travel deep into Glen Canyon Dam before starting your journey down river

Ancient rock art marks this an area where bighorn sheep were taken to grazeEnjoy lunch atop Tower Butte and soak in in the views

Touch down atop Tower Butte - 1 mile above sea level!

Viewing Lake Powell from the air give’s you a fascinating perspective  





HOME

UTAH



The sunsets on your Utah adventure 
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After a final breakfast begin your journey home. Transfer 25 
minutes back to Page Municipal Airport where your jet will be 
waiting to take you home.

Day Six: Departure 
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